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The dichotomous civil rights
record of Muhammad Ali
By Gregory Clay

but they have different cultures ...
“I don’t see no black and white
couples in England and America
walking around proud holding
(Editor’s note: The photo
their children, and going out.”
referred to at the beginning of
But in the same interview, Ali
this story is available on Sports
says: “I want to be with my own.
Illustrated’s website at http://
I love my people. I don’t hate
sportsillustrated.cnn.com/
nobody.”
multimedia/photo_gallery/1105/
Notice the last four words,
bill.russell.rare.photos/content.6.
hence the dichotomy/contradichtml. The year mentioned in the
tion of the irrepressible Ali. To
caption accompanying the photo
understand this line of thinking,
on the website is incorrect.)
you have to connect with the context of the 1960s. Racial segregaf a picture is worth a thousand
tion and inequality of civil rights,
words, then this photo is a
if not by law then by custom, was
book. Try a humongous one.
en vogue.
Try “War and Peace.” Literally.
Ali, along with iconic singer
There are 12 distinguished
James Brown, preached “black is
gentlemen in this picture, all of
beautiful” during the civil rights
whom are black. Some of them
movement when few dared to
possess transcendent qualities
publicly espouse those feelings.
from a U.S. perspective. But only
Comedian and 1960s social
one of them was a global magnet
activist Dick Gregory once said
capable of worldwide reach. His
of him: “Ali was black and proud
name is Muhammad Ali.
of it at a time when many black
The photo in question was
taken on June 4, 1967, yes, during Americans were running from
their color.”
the civil rights movement. The
Nevertheless, in an evoluoccasion was a news conference
tionary sense, Thomas Hauser’s
in Cleveland for Ali, with his
book, “Muhammad Ali: His Life
supporters shoulder to shoulder,
and Times,” offered, in 1991, a
to announce why the boxing
detailed metamorphosis of Ali,
champion was rejecting his being
who later in life said: “... Here in
drafted by the U.S. Army during
this country, we’ve been making
the Vietnam War. Ali sat in the
progress on how people get along.
foreground, flanked by NBA
But there’s still hatred, and hating
star Bill Russell, NFL great Jim
someone because of his color is
Brown and college basketball
wrong. It’s wrong both ways; it
standout Lew Alcindor. The back
don’t matter which color does the
row featured NFL stars Willie
hating. All people, all colors, got
Davis and Bobby Mitchell.
to work to get along.”
Ali, formerly known as CasOthers viewed
sius Clay before his
him as a public
Islamic conversion
figure grounded
in 1964, in some
in social principle
ways, is akin to his
because of Ali’s
last name — clay.
refusal to enlist in
That is to say,
the Army and his
like clay, he could
staunch war opporepresent many
sition. Remember,
variables/images to
Ali famously said
observers, supportthen, “I ain’t got
ers and detractors,
no quarrel with
and, as a result,
them Viet Cong ...
could be molded to
they never called
fit several parame nigger.” That
digms. Ali, who has
stance cost Ali
a star on Hollywood’s acclaimed
— Super Bowl XXII-winning his heavyweight
“Walk of Fame,”
quarterback Doug Williams title, his boxing license, nearly four
once said he was
years in the prime of his career
the “onliest boxer to be asked
at age 25, boxing purses and poquestions like a senator.” Many
tential commercial endorsements.
have molded/sculpted him into
Many observers excoriated Ali for
the image of their own comfort
that stance, calling him unpatrizone, their own political views. A
otic; others sympathized, hailing
fascinating dichotomy, indeed.
him as a visionary as he spoke to
Famed talk show host Phil
college audiences throughout the
Donahue said of Ali on PBS on
country during his exile. “I think
April 17, 2012, “I think he’s THE
Americans respect those who lose
athlete of the 20th century, and I
money based on principle,” sugalso think he should have won the
gested former New York Times
Nobel Peace Prize.”
sports columnist Robert Lipsyte,
However, if someone wanted
who has written about Ali since
to view the loud and charismatic
1964, during a telephone interAli as a deeply flawed black
view.
separatist, well ... there is
When the New York State Suevidence of that, too. In 1971
preme Court, in 1970, ruled that
during an appearance on a BBC
Ali was unjustly denied a boxing
telecast featuring talk-show host
license and later the U.S. SuSir Michael Parkinson, Ali said
preme Court, in 1971, overturned
comparatively: “We are altogethhis conviction for his refusal to be
er different ... Bluebirds fly with
inducted into military service, the
bluebirds, redbirds want to be
tide was turning against the Vietwith redbirds, pigeons want to be
nam War. Many Americans, eswith pigeons, buzzards want to be
pecially college students, viewed
with buzzards. They are all birds,
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“

(Ali) is
the epitome of
the old cliché:
If you don’t
stand for
something,
you will fall
for anything.”
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President George W. Bush presents Muhammad Ali the
Presidential Medal of Freedom during a ceremony in the East
Room of the White House in 2005.
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Muhammad Ali gives a hug to Michell Butler who presented a gift from New Zealand’s Maori
people at the dedication of the Muhammad Ali Center in Louisville, Ky., in November 2005.

U.S. involvement in Southeast
Asia as futile and, thusly, exalted
Ali to hero status.
One of Ali’s stoutest admirers
was a youth in Louisiana named
Doug Williams. “Man, I love
Muhammad Ali,” Williams said
in a telephone interview. “There
are two people I really wanted
to meet growing up. One was
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (formerly
known as Lew Alcindor). The
other was Muhammad Ali. One of
the biggest regrets of my lifetime
is that I haven’t been able to
shake his hand. When I see him
on television, I get chill bumps.”
Williams, of course, grew up
to be an NFL quarterback with
the Washington Redskins; he’s
the first black quarterback to start
— and win — a Super Bowl.
Despite loyal supporters, like
Williams, in Ali’s admiration corner, the former boxer’s detractors
also voiced their opinion — in
brusque fashion. Former Sports
Illustrated boxing writer Mark
Kram Sr., author of Ali book
“Ghosts of Manila,’’ wrote in
2001: “Seldom has a public figure
of such superficial depth been
more wrongly perceived — by
the right and the left. ... Current
hagiographers have tied themselves in knots trying to elevate
Ali into a heroic, defiant catalyst
of the anti-war movement, a beacon of black independence. It’s a
legacy that evolves from the intellectually loose sixties, from those
who were in school then and now
write romance history.”
On the other hand, the Pulitzer
Prize-winning David Remnick
cast Ali, in the book “King of the
World,” as a “new kind of black
man,” referring to Ali’s outspokenness and defiance in challenging the system.
Said actor Robert Wuhl
(“Arli$$” on HBO), who has appeared in several sports movies,
by telephone from Los Angeles:
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Muhammad Ali is photographed with Nation of Islam leader
Malcolm X in New York in this undated photo.

“At one time he was the most famous man on the planet. The only
thing is people should remember
the entire picture. His treatment
of (rival boxer) Joe Frazier was
awful; but he seems to get a
pass on that. He became such a
beloved figure later in life. Ali is
special. He’s one of the most important figures in the second half
of the century — whether political, sports, pop culture, entertainment. He was transcendent.”
Case in point: A BBC News
poll voted Muhammad Ali the
greatest sports person of the
second millennium in 1999. No.
2 was Brazilian soccer star Pele;
NBA great Michael Jordan was
No. 4.
Many people today revered Ali
for his humanitarian work as “a
Muslim of the world.” In 1990,

he helped return safely 15 hostages held in Iraq to the United
States; in 1998, he was appointed
a United Nations Messenger of
Peace; in 2005, President George
W. Bush bestowed him with the
Presidential Medal of Freedom;
in 2007, Ali, sadly stricken with
Parkinson’s disease like Michael
J. Fox, filmed a public-service
commercial about his condition
with the actor.
In the end, Williams, the
historic quarterback, summarized,
“I have a whole lot of admiration for Ali. He is the epitome of
the old cliché: If you don’t stand
for something, you will fall for
anything. His picture should be
by that cliché.”
That would make at least two
time-capsule photos for posterity.

